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A Legacy

SPRINNG 

SprinNG Literary Movement was co-founded in

June 2016 by Kanyinsola Olorunnisola and

Oyindamola Shoola as a multi-media and online

platform. It has grown in its dedication to

support developing Nigerian writers.

"SprinNG is a literary society for the Promotion,

Revitalization, and Improvement of New

Nigerian Generations in Writing and Literature."
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SprinNG Publication Pages 

& Literary Websites

For 2021, as an alternative to the open call for submissions that we usually have, SprinNG will be

publishing select contributors from our pool of SprinNG Fellowship Alumni. Our publication’s

page will be dedicated to the select contributors for 8 months of 2021, giving them a specific

opportunity for exposure in the light of our increasing reach. 

A different avenue for submissions will be provided to writers who haven’t been former

participants of our fellowship. There will be several calls for submissions for publication in

SprinNG’s anthologies, like our first, titled We Are Deathless.

We will continue publishing the works of writers and also provide a list of literary websites where

they can submit their works for publication: https://www.sprinng.org/lit

Monthly giveaway to shop for books at Roving Heights will continue with the aim of increasing

our website engagement.
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The SprinNG Fellowship

The SprinNG Fellowship is an intensive 6 weeks online mentorship programme for developing writers with great potential

and willingness to learn. SprinNG provides two programme fellowships to support Creative Writing, and Career Advancement

for writers.

SprinNG Writing Fellowship (SWP): This programme focuses on 6 genres of literature: Poetry, Fiction, Non-Fiction, Book

Review, Play/Drama and Blogging. During the 6 weeks, mentees will be in contact with their mentors, sending them their

works, getting reviews and commentaries. Mentors and mentees will aim to work on at least 1 piece of writing in their select

genre per week. The SprinNG Creative Writing Fellowship is only open to Nigerian/ Ghanaian writers that have not published a

book before (eBook/hardcopy).

SprinNG Advancement Fellowship (SAF): This programme is geared towards supporting past mentees in applying their

creative writing skills and knowledge to their academic and career pursuits. During the 6 weeks, mentees will

receive feedback and guidance from their mentors on the following Career & Academic advancement materials. Applicants to

this programme may or may not have published a book. This programme covers: Resume or Curriculum vitae, Cover letter,

Personal statement writing and Creative writing portfolio and LinkedIn account creation.
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The SprinNG Fellowship Vision

In 2021, we will expand the opportunity to Ghana - allowing Ghanaian writers who met

the eligibility criteria and are selected, to participate in the fellowship.

The SprinNG Writing Fellowship (SWF), which covers literary genres, will be available

for free; however, the SprinNG Advancement Fellowship (SAF) will be modified into an

all-year-round mentorship module and platform for creatives and non-creatives in

Nigeria and beyond to improve their career development skills.

Our near-term career goal is to expand the SprinNG Mentorship Program into an

international writers’ fellowship, conducting 1 cohort of 50 writers annually with the aim of

mentoring at least 250 individuals by 2025. 

Notable changes to the SprinNG Fellowship:
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The SprinNG Fellowship & Eligibility

The medium of communication between the mentors and mentees throughout this programme will be via email,

phone calls, whatsApp and text messages. All mentees will be provided weekly airtime during the programme as well

as paid access to an online bookstore to read books that support their programme learning.

Fellowship Eligibility - Applicant Must be a Nigerian/ Ghanaian citizen, residing in Nigeria / Ghana.

Applicant Must be between the ages 18 to 25. The SprinNG Writing Fellowship (SWF) is only open to writers

that have not published a book before (eBook/hardcopy).

SELECTION CRITERIA

We are searching for Nigerian writers who are goal-oriented and have the potential to develop. In selecting the

mentees for the fellowship we will consider the following:

Writers with POTENTIAL: Applicants must have basic writing skills but show the potential to develop. This fellowship

is for writers who need guidance to develop. 

Writers who are OPEN MINDED: Applicants must demonstrate the will to receive constructive feedback. 

Writers that are AMBITIOUS: Applicants must show passion and interest in developing their writings.
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The SprinNG Fellowship Timeline

January 15 – April 15: Application opens and closes

March: 2020 Mentors will be announced

April 15 - May 15: Application submissions will be reviewed

May 15: Finalists will be notified

May 21: Mentees and mentors will be paired

June 1 – July 15: Fellowship Programme

The mentorship programme is normally designed to take place over 5 week period (June 1 -

July 7). However, a grace period of one week (July 7 - July 14) has been added for any mentor

who is interested in extending the programme beyond 5 weeks.

July 7 – 20: Programme rounds up

August: Mentees profiles and programme reports will be released.

December: Publication of mentees anthology
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SPRINNG ANNUAL POETRY CONTEST

The SprinNG Annual Poetry Contest is used to celebrate SprinNG's anniversary. To have a signature contest

and distinguish ourselves from other writing contests our prompt and prizing system will remain the same.

Call for submissions will begin February of every year.

The prompt is easy: Write a simple poem (5-10 lines) on any theme of your choice.

Eligibility: Only Nigerians Living in Nigeria are eligible for this contest. 

Prizes include a N15,000 cash prize and a N10,000 gift card to shop at Roving Heights Bookstore. 

The subject of the submission via a link posted on the website: www.sprinng.org/annual-poetry-contest

You can either attach your submission in a Word Document or include it as the body of your email.

Submission deadline is June 15 and winner will be announced on August 1.
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SPRINNG

INTERNSHIP

In 2020, we welcomed two interns

Oluwafunmilayo Ojeniyi and Zainab Ajadi, to

the team. Going forward, the SprinNG team will

be collaborating with the CTCTW, drawing

from their students and youth participants to

select one intern per year.
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SprinNG Women Authors Prize (SWAP)

Founded 2020, the SprinNG Women Authors Prize (#SWAPng)  will select a Nigerian Female Author annually - someone who has published a full-length book in

print and invest at least N100,000 in purchasing, distributing, and marketing copies of her book nationwide through our sister literary websites and events whom

we collaborate with.  We are simply looking for female Nigerian authors who have published excellent books that deserve to be promoted and supported. 

Only one Nigerian female author will be selected annually for this prize. However, we will use the opportunity to promote other select authors through interviews,

book reviews, newsletter promotions, and collaborations to increase their visibility in the Nigerian literary sphere.

Update on the Prize - Dec, 28, 2020

The SprinNG team is pleased to announce that as a result of a sponsor's generosity, the first SprinNG Women Authors Prize has been increased from N100,000 to

N200,000.  We are thankful to the sponsor who  invested in our vision of supporting female Nigerian writers. We also thank our judges: I.S Jones, Eketi Edima Ette,

Mona Zutshi Opubor, and  Hauwa Shaffii Nuhu. We are also very excited for the first winner of this prize.
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SprinNG Women Authors
Prize (2020 Semi-finalists)

The semi-finalists who stand a chance of winning the first

SprinNG Women Authors Prize of N200,000 are Cheluchi

Onyemelukwe-Onuobia, Olaoluwa Oni, and Azizah Idris M.

We congratulate these women and look forward to

announcing the first winner of the prize on January 15, 2020.

We are thankful to the SWAP 2020 judges: Hauwa Shaffii

Nuhu, Eketi Edima Ette, I.S Jones, and Mona Zutshi Opubor

for their dedication and support in selecting the semi-finalists

and winner of the first SprinNG Women Authors Prize.
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SprinNG Women Authors Prize 

(2020 Winner)

Cheluchi Onyemelukwe-Onuobia is the author of the critically acclaimed novel, The Son of the

House, published by Penguin Random House South Africa and Parresia Publishers, Nigeria,

and forthcoming in 2021 from Durndurn Press in North America, Europa Editions in the UK,

and Edizioneo in Italian. It won the Best International Fiction Book Award at the Sharjah

International Book Fair in 2019 and was named a Top Ten Fiction Book by Channels Book

Club. Cheluchi is a lawyer and academic who has done extensive work on health, gender, and

other social sector issues.

An advocate, she is the founder of CHELD, a nonprofit that does considerable violence against

women and girls and mental health. She holds a doctorate in Law from Dalhousie University,

Canada and a First-Class degree in Law from the University of Nigeria. Her writing has

appeared most recently in The Johannesburg Review of Books and Entropy.

She is currently working on her second novel.

Twitter: @Cheluchi_O and Instagram: @cheluchio
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SprinNG Women Authors Prize 

(2020 Winning Book)

In Enugu's city in the 1970s, young Nwabulu dreams of becoming a typist as she endures her

employers’ endless chores. Although a housemaid since the age of ten, she is tall and beautiful

and in love with a rich man’s son. Educated and privileged, Julie is a modern woman.

Living on her own, she is happy to collect the gold jewellery love-struck Eugene brings her,

but has no intention of becoming his second wife. Many years later, after an abduction, Julie

and Nwabulu find themselves in the same dank room. They decide to themselves the stories of

their lives as they await their fate in this literary thriller.
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Nigerian Writers Database

 The SprinNG team is currently expanding the first online database for Nigerian writers. This

database will have the biography, blogs, and social media accounts of many Nigerian Writers. In

addition to finding the names of these writers, you can search for information per theme or genres

to find writers e.g. Poet or Emotion.

Website: www.nigerianwriters.info

We are currently not accepting submissions for biographies to the Nigerian Writers Database

managed by SprinNG until further notice. We are always looking for ways to improve our services'

user experience; hence, the hold on the platform. As soon as there are updates, we will inform you

via social media and email announcements.
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SprinNG Annual
Report

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS



JANUARY 2019 - DECEMBER 2019

Total Number of Submissions (July 2019 Poetry Contest) – 248

Total number of website views (January- December) – 13,301

Total number of Unique Website Visits (January- December) – 4318

Total number of website comments - 208

For 2019's fellowship, we had a total of 124 application submissions. 25 out of 30 accepted mentees

completed the programme requirements. Page 17

JANUARY 2020 - December 2020

Total Number of Submissions (July 2020 Poetry Contest) – 1125

Total number of website views (January- December) – 46,736

Total number of Unique Website Visits (January- December) – 22,071

Total number of website comments - 293

For 2020's fellowship, we had a total of 536 application submissions. 48 out of the 50 accepted mentees

completed the programme requirements.



JANUARY 2018 - NOVEMBER 2018

Total Number of Submissions (July 2018 Poetry Contest) – 238

Total number of website views (January- November) – 26,908

Total number of Unique Website Visits (January- November) – 12,561

Total number of website comments - 203

For January's mentorship program, we had a total of 21 application submissions - mentoring 9 writers

For August’s mentorship program, we had a total of 122 application submissions - mentoring 21 writers

Notably, on December 1, 2018, we received a Certificate of Recognition for our continuous contribution

to the development of Literature in Nigeria from Words, Rhymes and Rhythm at the Feast of Words in

University of

Ibadan, Nigeria.
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JUNE 2016 - NOVEMBER 2016

Total Number of Publication (Poems, Short stories & Articles for June to November) - 84

Total number of website views (June- November) – 5,587

Total number of unique website visits (June- November) – 2409
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JANUARY 2017 - NOVEMBER 2017

Total Number of Publications (January- November) – 122

Total Number of Submissions (July 2017 Poetry Contest) – 120

Total number of website views (January- November) – 11,966

Total number of unique website visits (January- November) – 5,879

Total number of website comments - 122



Thanks for
reading!
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